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A) "Use hands-free

if

available

your body, “including the
abdomen of teenagers. "

and keep the Blackberry

abdomen

of pregnant

at least .98

women and the
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B) "A few animal studies, however, have suggested that low levels of RF
could accelerate the development of cancer in laboratory animals. In one
study, mice genetically altered to be predisposed to developing one type of

cancer developed more than twice as many such cancers when they were
exposed to RF energy compared to controls.”
“

C) ...an association was found between mobile
type of glioma, neuroepithelliomatous tumors”

phone use and one

rare

D) “None of these tests showed any effect of the RF except for the micronucleus
assay, which detects structural effects on the genetic material. The cells in
this assay showed changes after exposure to simulated cell-phone

radiation”

“Some

people
brain cancer.”

E

)

who have used mobile phones have been diagnosed

with

did exist in certain locations, however, they were more
likely to be on the side of the head where the mobile phone was used.
F)

“When tumors

Motorola manuals on how consumers should
protect themselves from harmful cell phone radiation...
Additional information

in the

try to

on their hand-held mobile phones
could consider holding lengthy conversations on conventional phones and
resen/ing the hand-held models for shorter conversations or for situations when

Those persons who spend long periods

of time

People who must conduct extended
“
their cars every day could switch to:

other types of phones are not available.

conversations

in

a mobile phone in which the antenna is located outside the vehicle
~ a hand-held phone with
a built-in antenna connected to a different
antenna mounted on the outside of the car or built into a separate package
@ a headset with a remote antenna to a mobile phone carried at the waist
~
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sixwings@metrocast.net
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Re: Fw: lsrael lawsuit #6
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Sent:

Liz Barris <peoplesinitiativenews4@gmail.com>
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Atzmon <atzmonh@pezeglnt.net>

Tue 04/30/13 7:15
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To: gifoundation@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 7:34
Subject: lsrael lawsuit #6

AM

Lawsuit against Orange: the

cell

phone

radiation

caused cancer
"

10/6/2010 Shimon
l

lfargan

A‘ a

father of 5, a lawyer for many years, used to talk for long time with his customers
during his work. Big part of his conversations were with the cell phone. During the call
,

I

5

he felt his ear warming, and 2.5 years ago he felt swelling near his left ear. A‘ went to
a medical check up in the hospital, where they informed him that he suffered of
malignant aggressive lymphoma, a disease which shortens the person's life in half.
A‘
Following the disease, he received chemotherapy and is under medical follow up.
decided to check what caused the fatal cancer, and he ordered a company that
measures RF. The findings pointed for certain on an increase of the radiation level
from the cell phone. With the help of lawyer Gideon Paner he ﬁled a lawsuit to the
distrcit court in Beer Sheva against Partner company for sum of 10 million shekels.
Many experts opinions were attached to the lawsuit claiming that the long term cell
phone use is what caused his cancer. "ln A‘ several causes were joined together, and
it possible to associate in causal relationship, the appearance of the lymphoma and
manager of
cell phone use" wrote in his expert opinion professor Shmuel Ariad
oncology arrangement in Soroka hospital in Beer Sheva. Professor Reuven Hod,
manager of bone marrow transplants in Hadassa hospital and hematology expert,
wrote that the cancer arrived on the. background of excess exposure to cell phone
radiation, to which A‘ was exposed during two years before the development of the
disease. ln the lawsuit, A‘ attributes a line of negligences and omissions to Partner
company, that did not warn him and the public from the dangers of long term cell
phone use. According to him, the company did not regulate the way mobile phones
were marketed and did not do examinations to verify the radiation levels that are
emitted from the mobile phones. According to hisclalm, even though he approached
the company several times to receive data on the radiation level that is emitted from
the mobile phones, his requests were ignored. In the lawsuit, A‘ claimed that following
his disease he had to neglect his work and big financial damage was caused to him,
apart from the tough treatments he is going through.
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